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Trip to Capitol Hill a Success For All Scientists
Submitted by Will Lynch

AASU's "Free Trip
Plan" leaves some stu Armstrong Atlantic State
University Student and Fac
dents sore Page 3

ulty Member Meet With
Congressional Members to
Discuss Science Funding.

On April 21, 1998, the
Council on Undergraduate Re
search (CUR) hosted an under
graduate research poster session
To Yo ur Health, and on Capitol Hill to help alert
members of Congress to the im
Dispelling the Caf portance
of undergraduate re
feine Myth... Page 4
search. Robert Sprinkel was one
of 100 students selected from
across
the country to go to Wash
How Old is Old Age?
ington, DC to present his re
See our Opinion Poll search project. This was the
Second Annual Poster Session
on Page 7.
on Capitol Hill conducted by
This year's students pre
Kenny Wayne Shep CUR.
sented research in the fields of
herd Concert Ticket Chemistry, Physics, Biology,
Entry Form and Mathematics, Computer Sci
Beach Bash Photos ence, Geology, Psychology and
Engineering.
(what there are of th em)
Robert, a senior who gradu
Page 8
ates in June, presented research
in Chemistry. His presentation
was entitled "Biomimetic Ca
Announcements...
talysis Using Iron and Copper
Page 11
Tris(imidazolyl)phosphine
Complexes." While in Washing
ton, Robert and Dr. Will Lynch
Forwarded Funnies
met with Senator Paul Coverdell
Page 13
as well as staff members from
Senator Coverdell's and
Organ and Tissue Do Cleland's offices. The paper
nor Drive.... Page 15 was presented in the Dirsken
Senate Building at a Poster Ses
sion in the evening, where the
work was discussed with Sena
tors, Congresspersons, staff
members, and members of vari
ous funding agencies such as the
June 5 for June 18
National Science Foundation
June 26 for July 9
(NSF) and the Petroleum Re
July 13 for July 23
search Fund of the American
Chemical Society (ACS-PRF).
Deadline for the Back to
The meeting was held to
School edition is August 7 help communicate to members
for the August 21, paper.
of Congress the importance of
Writers always welcome!
undergraduate research to the

The Inkwell S ummer
Deadline S chedule

From Left to Right: Will Lynch, Faculty, AASU Robert Sprinkel, Student,AASU Melanie Tudor, Student, Mer
cer University Michael Mitchell, Student,Valdosta State University Thomas Manning, Faculty, Valdosta State
University (participants at the CUR PosterSession at Capitaol Hillfrom Georgia) with Senator Paul Coverdell.

climate and educational experi respiration. Oxygen transport
ence at undergraduate institu proteins such as hemoglobin
tions such as Armstrong Atlan which human's use, function
tic. On our trip to Washington simply to carry the substrate to
we had the chance to tell "our" an extremity or site of low con
story to Senator Coverdell as centration. Activation proteins,
well as other Washington such as dopamine beta-hydroxylase
Congresspersons and funding function to metabolize oxy gen for
some physiological purpose (in
representatives.
Our story involves a num dopamine, that would be to prepare
ber of undergraduates, countless the neurotransmitter 1-dopa). Many
hours of lab time; help from na examples of these type proteins in
tional funding agencies as well corporate the use ofiron and copper
as other Georgia Universities. metal centers for interaction- with
The work involves taking hints molecular oxygen.
We have found our metal
from nature to develop small
molecules which will act as use complexes are capable of acti
ful models to gain insight into vating molecular oxygen and
the structure and function of peroxides to catalyze reactions
metalloproteins in nature. We with C-H bonds. In specific, we
focus on dioxygen transport and have observed activation of
activation proteins. Oxygen is simple petroleum based com
one of the most essential ele pounds as high as 14 cycles. The
ments necessary for sustaining utility of this type of work could
life, especially with respect to be applied to remediation of pe

troleum and other products for
clean up sites, synthesis of mol
ecules such as pharmaceuticals
and conversion of feedstocks of
carbon compounds. In our cop
per chemistry we were the first
to report the reversible binding
of a copper complex with
dioxygen which possessed the
same characteristics of an oxy
gen transport protein used in
molluscs and anthropods:
hemocyanin. There is growing in
terest in compounds such as these
to gain insight into the mechanism
of metal oxygen interactions as well
as blood substitutes.
When meeting with Sen.
Coverdell and others from
Washington, we attempted to
emphasize our contribution to
the scientific climate, the impor
tance of continued support from
Congress, as well as the influ-

Continued on Page 2
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Letter Writing Policy: Letters to the editor may be sent
via mail, e-mail, or placed under the Inkwell door (Room
202 in MCC) or in our box in Student Activities. Letters
may be of any length on any subject, but are subject to
editing for form and content. You must identify yourself
with a name and phone number,- but we will withhold this
information upon request. This prevents someone from
faking your name on a letter and getting you in trouble.
See box to right for address and e-mail. Articles on any
subject are also welcome. We will be producing three pa
pers over the summer and always appreciate your input.

Capitol Hill Poster Participants continued

Local Student Awarded S.
Marvin Griffin Scholarship
Elizabeth Adams, a rising
senior at Armstrong Atlantic
State University and a resident
of Savannah, has been awarded
the S. Marvin Griffin Scholarship, given annually through the
Professional Association of
Georgia Educators (PAGE)
Foundation.
The scholarships go to outstanding Georgia students based
on academic achievement and
demonstrated good citizenship,
The scholarships are presented
by Sam M. Griffin, publisher of
the Bainbridge Post-Searchlight
in honor of his father, S. Marvin
Griffin.
Barbara Christmas,•Executive Vice-President of PAGE,

noted that each year PAGE
awards more than $20,000 in
scholarships to Georgia students. "Our 44,000 PAGE members take understandable pride
in recognizing and rewarding
the best students throughout the
state. It is very satisfying to
PAGE that our scholarship program, administered through the
PAGE Foundation, continues to
promote academic excellence in
our schools."
PAGE is a nonunion, statewide professional association of
44,000 teachers, administrators
and support personnel members
with the purpose of promoting
better education for the children
of Georgia.

"Bedouins" are so called from
the Arabic word badw, meaning
"a desert".

About 200,000 women a year
in the nation are trying to adopt
children.

ence that the experience of un and participate in fundamental
R r m s t r o n g Rtlantic
S t a t e Uniuersity
dergraduate research can have research which has wide rang
11935
Rbercorn Street
on scientists of tomorrow. At ing academic and commercial
Sauannah,
GR 31419
Armstrong we have been fortu potential. The funding for this
nate to have a number of stu work has been supplied gener(912) 927-5351
dents work on this project in ously from the National Science
FRH 921-5 497
e-mail:inkufell@
cluding: Brandon Isaacson Foundation, Amercian Chemical
mailgate.armstrong.edu
(MCG Medical School, Gradu Society Petroleum Research
ated 1994) Charlton Riegner Fund and the Armstrong Atlan
BJ English
(MCG Graduate School, Gradu tic State University Research
editor
ated 1994) Clint Brooks (North and Scholarship Committee.
Sarah Dudley
The Council on Under
Carolina State University
A
s
s i s t a n t E d it o r
graduate
Research
has
a
mission
Graduate School, Graduated
Georgia
Coalition
will
conduct
1996) Michael McCutchen to serve students, faculty and
Dauid Bowman
Needless Deaths can be a donor drive from 10 a.m. to
(Johns Hopkin^HMversity administrators at primarily un
Sports Editor
1:30 p.m. at the campus quad
Graduate School, Graduated dergraduate institutions. CUR avoided
Angela Strickland
rangle. Representatives from
1997) Laura Taylor (University works to generate awareness and May 14, 1998
R
d
uerttsing Manager
the Georgia Coalition will be on
of Georgia Pharmacy School, to national support to promote re Dear Editor:
Graduate 1998) Robert Sprinkel search in science, math and en
campus to educate Armstrong
Staff Writers
(to Graduate 1998) Latisa gineering at undergraduate insti The numbers are disturbing. Atlantic State University stu
R
a
dha Narayanan
Kennedy (EM Industries, tutions. The organization serves Nine people will die needlessly dents about the need for organ
Michelle Cobb
Graduate 1997), Aaron Orland more than 3500 individual mem today because a life-saving or and tissue donors and to urge
Todd Gallagher
(Graduate 1998) and Amanada bers at over 850 institutions in gan is not available. Tragically, individuals to sign organ donor
Ronni Ric hardson
Barnard (Graduate 1998).
eight academic divisions. It pro more than 3,000 deaths annually cards and to share their decisions
Contributing Writers
This project also has given vides a variety of programs and are attributed to end-stage organ with family members.
Welcome
these students chances to col services for its individual and disease. According the United
Organ and tissue donation
laborate with people at other institutional members, including Network For Organ Sharing can affect anyone. By the year
Photos by
Universities including: Dr. newsletters, a scholarly journal, (UNOS), more than 58,000 2010, one in every 20 people
Desmal Purcell
Brian Polczynski
Donald Kurtz at University of special booklets, a series of di- people — 800 Georgians alone will require an organ, tissue or
Brandon Tatom
Georgia, Dr. Karl Hagan at rectories, a Consulting Program, — are awaiting organs in the corneal transplant, according to
Emory University and Dr. science policy programs, a United States, with an average UNOS. Much needs to be done
Jeanette Rice at Georgia South Speaker's Bureau, CUR work waiting time of 414 days.
HI H arris
if we are to increase the number
aduisor
ern University. Experiences shops and national biennial con
Unfortunately, the need for of people committed to organ
such as this allow students to ferences. The National Office organs and tissue far outweighs donation. Please support this
The Inkwell is published and distrib
become enfrachised in a project is located in Washington DC.
the current supply. Although worthwhile cause by signing uted bi-weekly, five times during the
most Americans support organ your donor card today and, more Fall, Winter and Spring Quarters on
alternate Wednesdays. Copies are
donation, only a small percent importantly, sharing your deci available in distribution boxes
throughout the campus or can be
age actually sign donor cards sion with a loved one.
subscribed to by mail for $24 a year.
and share their decisions with
Sincerely,
The Inkwell welcomes letters
family members, a crucial step
Von Roebu ck
and comments for improvement pro
vided that they are clearly written or
to ensuring that wishes are fol
Chairperson The
typed. All letters submitted for pub
lowed.
Georgia Coalition
About 12 percent of the popu
lication must be signed and a phone
The only U.S. pr esident who
lation In the United States Is of
On Thursday, May 21, the
number should be provided for veri
on Donation

Letter to the Editor

never married
Buchanan.

was

John

Hispanic origin.

GEORGE by MARK SZORADY
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The president with the most
children was John Tyler. He had

IS.

fication purposes. Names will be
withheld upon request.
The Inkwell welcomes public
announcements, press releases, etc.
Such information will be published
free of charge at the discretion of the
editorial staff.
The comments and opinions ex
pressed in this publication do not
necessarily express the opinions of
anyone other than the person who
has written them and are not to be
taken as a reflection upon the views
of the faculty, administrators, the
University System of Georgia or the
Board of Regents.
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fact that they ignored our warn
A follow-up story by Ronni while being on campus. Has cost, it does not affect the stu batteries suddenly die in the flash
ing, then that's their problem, too.
anything been done to improve dents. What happens to the lights halfway to our destination
Richardson
safety conditions on campus? No! money that we pay for student (because we probably will have
editors note: Only elected SGA
I was at dinner with my fees anyway? Of course, tuition cheap batteries).
Picture this: You are just
Officers
recieve a stipend for
getting out of your night class friends one night and this same goes to the school. Yet, what Yeah right! If this is what we
their
services.
SGA Senators do
and it is approximately 8:30 subject came up. There was this about all of those other fees? really have to resort to, then this
not receive a salary.
P.M. You come out of Gamble guy there whose real name I Some of it goes to the sports school has really gone to hell in
We
have spoken with the admin
Hall and are about to walk your won't mention, but he knows teams, a few organizations, and a hand basket. For anyone who
istration
before about the bro
friend to her car which is parked who he is. We'll call hiin Keith. the student government. Oh yes, has any other stupid sugges
ken sidewalks, unlighted steps,
in the Sports Center parking lot. I told Keith about what hap the SGA. Our fees pay their sal tions- do us all a favor and keep
doors which do not open from
them
to
yourself.
What
is
better?
You are walking down the side pened to Treva and what hap ary. And guess who happens to
the inside when they are locked
walk right behind the library pened to me. He asked me what be involved in Student Govern To take some money out of the
at
night, and unposted emer
when all of a sudden your foot was I doing on campus at that ment? Our friend Keith. Do you school budget and get the side
gency exits in case of fire, etc.
gets caught in a crack, you lose time and who told me to take think that he has these particu walks fixed and to put some
The
response has generally been
more
lights
outside,
which
your balance, and the next thing that certain path. First of all, I lar views due to the fact that if
that
the administration would
you know you're talking to the had a rehearsal to go to. That someone was to sue, it would would benefit the whole school?
rather
spend money on hiring
was why I was on campus at come out of his paycheck? What Or let someone else get injured
ground.
new teachers and expanding
You have just fallen pretty 6:00 p.m. (this was before Day a surprise! A politician who is and sue, which would only ben
AASU academically, than to
efit
that
one
person?
When
I
hard and have scraped your knee light Savings Time, so it was only looking out for himself!
Another person interjected twisted my ankle, I didn't file a spend money on repairs which
really badly, so badly that you pretty dark). Second, there aren't
frequently last only a short pe
can't wear pants for a week, but many routes one can take from his opinion into the discussion. report and I didn't even think
riod before needing to be re
about
suing.
My
dad
wanted
me
you are lucky that it wasn't the cafeteria to Jenkins Hall We'll call him Daniel. He says
paired again.
worse. If you weren't wearing without having to get on the that whatever happens is our to sue, but I didn't. On the other
The
step outside the MCC fac
your ankle brace, you definitely sidewalk at one time or another, own fault. We know that it is hand, that's just me. Someone
ing Science Drive has been bro
would have broken your ankle. which doesn't matter either way, dark and we know that the side else can twist an ankle, break an
ken
and repaired at least twice
arm,
or
get
a
concussion,
and
This is exactly what hap because no matter where you walks are unsafe, yet we choose
since
I began working here. The
to be out there in the first place. want some monetary compensa
pened to Treva Fitzgerald not walk, its still too dark.
lights on these steps are not
I couldn't believe he asked I asked him about the people tion for it. What happens then?
too long ago. The next day she
bright
enough to allow anyone
Do
you
know
that
someone
ac
went to Student Affairs to file a me such a stupid question. There who have to be on campus, such
to
see
the steps, much less the
report. They said they would are a lot of reasons why people as people with night classes and tually said to me that I should
broken
area, and we have had
take care of the problem. That are on campus at night. Biggest play practices. He said that all not make any ripples in the wa
at least onelaw suit placed
was in March. Nothing has been reason: Night classes. If we all of that is a choice and if we want ter. I was told that it was best to
against the university for unsafe
keep
it
quiet
and
let
things
work
done, nor has anyone mentioned bad tbe power to snap our fin to do things on campus, we have
walkways, (this one involved a
themselves
out.
Do
they
really
to
take
care
of
ourselves.
OK,
gers and appear in another place,
anything about it since.
blind woman who went to use
want
me
to
believe
that
saying
I know what you are prob we would. That might cut down that's all fine and good, but what
the handicapped ramp after it
nothing
may
actually
get
some
ably thinking. You're thinking: on so many accidents, but since about people who don't have a
thing accomplished? What do was torn down, but no barrier
"It was her own fault. She we can't, we have to take the choice? What about the people
who have to take that night class they take me for, a moron? "Si was placed there to prevent her
should've watched where she sidewalk.
from stepping off the nearly four
We debated about this all because it is the only class of that lence is Golden" is only a say
was going." I can understand
ing. If injustice happens to me foot wall) but these suits are gen
why you would be thinking that, during dinner. He told me about subject offered this quarter?
or I see it happening to anybody erally not made public and are
too. I would think the same what would happen if the school What about the employees that
else, I'm going to say something usually settled out of court.
thing, but I don't. Why? Be were to be sued for some of work here at night? Are they just
If the university offers night
in order for someone to dosome
cause I know better. I have been these accidents. He said that the supposed to suffer?
classes,
they are also respon
This is what Daniel sug thing about it. And I don't care
in the same situation and so have money the victims would be su
sible for providing safe passage
ing for would be coming out of gests: Who ever "chooses" to be who laughs at me or threatens
other people.
to
and from the buildings to
me,
I
am
not
going
to
shut
up
When I wrote about this the students' pockets and it on campus at night should have
night
time students and faculty.
about it. Neither is anyone else
same subject a couple of months wouldn't be right to have our a flashlight. Ok, fine. If it comes
Students should watch
who has been a victim of the
ago, I had twisted my own ankle. money only benefit one person. to that, then the school should
where
they are going and pay
night.
The
purpose
of
this
ar
I can see where he is com provide them. They should be
I didn't write the last article just
attention
to obstacles and curb
ticle is to raise awareness of the
to complain and get sympathy. I ing from, but he is so wrong. If given out during registration by
drops,
but
if a sidewalk is dan
safety hazards on this campus.
wrote it for a reason. Now I can someone were to sue the school, the Plant Operations workers.
If the people who can do some gerously broken or uneven , the
prove that there is a safety prob it would come out of the school's Also, the bookstore should start
thing about it choose to ignore school could easily be held at
lem on campus. I have read po pocket. Unless the school is be selling ace bandages, ankle
this, then that's their problem. If fault for failing to repair or rope
lice reports and heard about oth ing sued for a big amount that braces, crutches, and other
they receive a lawsuit due to the off the area.
ers who have injured themselves would require raising tuition medical supplies for when the

American author and poet e.e. cummings was jailed as a spy in France during World War I after his eccen
tric writing was mistaken for treasonable correspondence. He wrote of the experience in his first book, The

Enormous Room.
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Paraguay is the only American
nation In which an Indian lan
guage, Guaranl, Is spoken as
much as the official language,
Spanish.

While macrame (decorative
knotting of cord, rope or string)
dates back to about the 1200s,
the actual word wasn't used until
about the 1400s.
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Breast Cancer Survival Increases
with Early Detection andTreatment

Dispelling The Caffeine Myth
(NAPS)—Recently, caffeine has
been the focus of heightened
media attention because of a con
sumer group's request that the
government require labeling of
caffeine content on all foods and
beverages. While this action
raised awareness about caffeine, it
hasn't done much to clear up con
fusion surrounding this natural
ingredient.
Take tea for example. Many
people believe tea has more caf
feine than coffee—which is not
true. On average, a serving of
fresh-brewed tea contains half the
caffeine of brewed coffee. Even
with the abundance of information
about caffeine, myths about it still
exist. Following is a look at com
mon myths about caffeine.

By Carole M. Massey, BSN, care provider. Any change in the
usual appearance or feel of the
MSN, EdD.
breast tissue should be investi
Although the majority of gated. Signs that need timely
breast cancers are now detected attention include changes in the
at early stages, each year more size or shape of the breast and
than 50,000 cases are diagnosed skin changes such as pitting,
either as having returned despite dimpling or redness. Nipple red
treatment, or as cancer at an ad ness, irritation, inversion (if a
vanced stage when first de new position), or alteration in
tected. These statistics empha the vein pattern of breast tissue
size once again the need for should be reported. At least 50%
women of all ages to have the of women's breasts are irregu
most current information about lar on palpation. A lump that is
What is Caffeine?
Caffeine is found in the leaves,
the early diagnosis and treat distinct, hard, or immobile needs
seeds and fruits of more than 60
ment of breast cancer. It should prompt medical evaluation. Ar
species of plants. The most com
mon sources of caffeine are coffee
be pointed out that al though the eas that are soft, freely movable,
risk of developing breast cancer variable in size and texture or and cocoa beans, cola nuts (used to
flavor cola) and tea. It also can be
increases with advancing ages, it similar in both breasts are more found in some chocolate and cof
fee-flavored foods and beverages,
has been known to occur in very likely benign.
and some prescription and overAlthough
nipple
discharge
is
not
young women as well as men.
the-counter medications, includ
So much has been discussed always unusual, it should be ing cold and allergy treatments
about family history as a pri pointed out that discharge asso and pain relievers.
How Does Caffeine
mary risk factor that many ciated with malignancy is usu
Affect People?
Caffeine affects people in differ
people think its absence means ally spontaneous, persistent, and
ent ways. Some individuals can
immunity. It does not. Most unilateral. Breast tenderness consume several cups of tea, coffee,
breast cancer patients have no and pain is a common complaint soft drinks or caffeinated foods and
relatives with the disease; only among women but sudden, se notice no effect, while others may
feel increased alertness after one
5% to 10% of all breast cancers vere pain or that accompanied serving. Once ingested in the body,
are thought to be attributable to by fever, redness or warmth caffeine does not linger and is usu
ally cleared within several hours.
needs prompt evaluation.
heredity.
Is Caffeine Safe?
The annual clinical breast
Two breast cancer genes have
More than 30 years ago, the
recently been identified but to exam cannot be emphasized U.S. Food and Drug Administra
tion (FDA) classified caffeine as
date, their usefulness in the pre enough as part of a comprehen safe, and recent research conduct
diction of breast cancer can be sive breast health plan. The in ed by the agency confirms moder
described as controversial and put from a well informed client ate caffeine consumption does not
pose health risks for regular cof
uncertain. Women most at risk who takes responsibility for her fee and tea drinkers. Other health
for having genetically transmit own health in conjunction with organizations, including the
American Medical Association,
ted breast cancer include those the expertise of a selected health support the FDA's findings.
who have multiple relatives care provider can contribute
(maternal and paternal) with the greatly to the early diagnosis and
disease, a family history of ova treatment of breast cancer.
A screening mammography
rian cancer in association with
breast cancer; a family history consists of two X-ray views of
of bilateral or early-onset breast the breast and can detect breast
cancer; or breast cancer diag cancer an estimated two to three
years before its clinical appear
nosed in a male relative.
In light of the most recent ance. The procedure requires
research, it has been shown that mechanical compression of the
early detection of breast cancer breasts which is uncomfortable
not only increases options for but not painful. The overall
treatment, it also improves an value of the screening mammog
individual's treatment outcomes raphy is unquestioned and re
and five year survival rate. The search has proven that the ben
American Cancer Society rec efits substantially outweigh any
ommends the following positive negligible radiation risk.
Thanks to research and an
breast health habits that all
women should incorporate into aggressive educational cam
their lifestyle: Monthly self paign, the study of breast can
breast examination, an annual cer is a fast moving and rapidly
clinical breast exam, and an an changing field. Patients need to
nual screening mammogram for remain well informed about
their options for early diagnosis
women over the age of 40.
Individuals who perform and treatment as well as their
self breast exam should know responsibility to maintain health
what signs and symptoms to re through the practice of positive
port immediately to their health breast health habits.

How does tea compare to
other caffeinated beverages
Brewed block, green or oolong tea*
Major U.S. Brands
Iced Tea, 8 oz.
Decaffeinated
Herbal Tea**
Brewed Coffee, 6 oz.
Drip Method
Instant
Decaffeinated

40 nog.
25 mg.
4 mg.
Omg.
m965 m9-

Soft Drinks, 8 oz.

3 mg.
2d mg.

Chocolate Drinks, 8 oz.
Cocoa
Chocolate Milk

6 m9
5 mg.

'Brewing a tea bag for about one minute will
reduce caffeine by half o ver a five minute brew.
Repealed dunking or squeezing will in crease
the amount of cafieine extracted from the lea leaves.
"Most herbal teas are caffeineTree.
Soma: bitemattonaf food Information

Council Foundation, fwryttirng Vo u Need to Know About Caffeine.
International food Information Concil: Washington, P.C., 1997.

@
What is Moderate
Consumption?

According to the International
Food Information Council (IFIC),
a nonprofit organization that pro
vides scientific information on
food safety and nutrition to
health professionals, educators,
government officials and con
sumers, moderate caffeine con
sumption is about 300 mg. per
day for adults. That's roughly
eight cups of brewed hot tea, 12
glasses of ice tea or three cups of
coffee. Caffeine levels in tea and
coffee products vary depending
on the type of product and prepa
ration methods. (Refer to graph.)
People with health problems or
who have questions about caf
feine should consult a physician
about appropriate intake levels.

Can Children and Pregnant
Women Consume Caffeine?

It is generally accepted that
children, pregnant and nursing
women can safely consume caf
feine in limited amounts. However,
since individual reactions vary
greatly, pregnant and nursing
women are advised to discuss

total dietary caffeine intake with
their physician.
Research conducted by the Child
Psychiatry Branch of the National
Institute of Mental Health reports
moderate caffeine consumption for
children, about 300 mg. per day,
does not have adverse effects.
Experts recommend parents check
labels to determine if food, bev er
ages or over-the-counter medica
tions contain caffeine.

Are There Alternatives to
Products that Contain
Caffeine?

Regular tea is a good way to
moderately reduce caffeine
intake. For those individuals
interested in significantly cutting
back on caffeine, decaffeinated
tea products, soft drinks and cof
fees can offer an alternative.
When choosing a decaf
feinated tea, it is important to
note the decaffeination process.
Many manufacturers use chemi
cals to rinse away caffeine—but
not Lipton.
"We use simple carbonation and
spring water to naturally decaffeinate our tea," says Peter Goggi,
president. Royal Estates, the divi
sion of Lipton responsible for select
ing, buying and blending premium
teas. "This process washes away
caffeine without damaging the tea
leaves and sacrificing flavor and
aroma. The result is a decaffeinated
tea with the same delicious flavor
as regular tea," he adds.
While no decaffeinated bever
age is truly caffeine-free, freshbrewed decaffeinated tea contains
up to five mg. of caffeine per serv
ing. No matter which products
people choose to suit their life
styles, individuals concerned
about caffeine consumption should
consult a physician to determine
what is best for them.
For more information about tea
and how it complements a healthy
lifestyle, contact the Lipton Tea &
Health Information Center tollfree at 1-888-LIPTON-T (1-888547-8668) weekdays from 8:30 am
to 6:00 pm EST.

TONIGHT,YOUR
HENOHAND
HOWE ARE
SECURE-
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FAFSA Made Easy: New Computers
in Student Center Helpful to Students , V
main reason is that a person
by: Radha Narayanan
Have you ever wondered needs to be a student at Arm
what the new computers in the strong to use the computers at
student center lobby are for? the computer center. The com
They were set up around late puters in the student center can
February so that students can fill be used by anyone. This is help
out the FAFSA (Financial Aid) ful for people who are consider
online on the World Wide Web. ing going to Armstrong but
Financial aid processing is haven't been accepted yet, as
much faster when the FAFSA is well as people who don't have
done online. The computers in internet access at home.
Another reason the new
the lobby of the Memorial Col
computers
are convenient is that
lege Center also have printers.
The computers have Netscape the student center is open dur
Navigator which enables stu ing the evenings. The computer
(NAPS)—To learn to combat graf
dents to reach websites around center is only open until 3:00 on fiti, visit the National Paint & Coat
Friday's, so if a person can't ings Association's Web site on Antithe world.
One might ask, why have make it to fill out the FAFSA Graffiti Programs, at http://
www.paint.org/clsc.htm.
these computers in the lobby until after 3:00, they can always
For quick answers about treat
when there are many computers make use of the computers at the ing cancer, quitting smoking, or look
ing better as you age, an organiza
in the computer center? One student center.
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The Inkwell is Searching
for Summer Reporters

If you are planning on sub
The Inkwell will be pub
mitting
an article for the summer
lishing three papers this sum
edition,
please let us know in ad
mer. The deadlines are as fol
vance, as our space and staff will
lows:
be somewhat limited.
Below are a fewof the story/
Articles must be submitted June
photo
ideas we need covered, or
5th for the June 18th paper.
June 26 for the July 9 paper, and be creative and come up with
July 13 for the July 23 paper. your own.
1. Interview unique stu
Deadline for the Back to School
dents.
Find a student who is in a
edition is August 7 for the Au
band, teaches dance, karate,
gust 21, paper.
Guidelines for submitting music, aerobics, gives tours,
articles to the paper are as fol plays a clown at parties, etc. Ask
them why they do this, how they
lows:
Articles should be e-mailed di got into it,and what they have
rectly on message board to gotten out of these jobs that they
inkwell@mailgate.armstrong.edu, didn't expect to get.
2. Find out what professors
or brought to us on a Macintosh
do
when
they are away from
Formatted disk, typed in
school
and
if they are now work
PageMaker 5.0 or 6.0. Articles
ing
in
the
career path they
should also be spell checked
tion called Better Health can be
thought
they
would be working
arid proofread for errors. We
•»????????????
found through America Online (key
in before attending graduate
v nrrrrtnrtm
word: betterhealth) or on the World will accept handwritten and
•>•>?????????????
school.
This one is nice because
Wide
Web
at
http://www.better
typed articles, but cannot guar
— >>????????????
it
allows
you to ask questions of
health.com.
antee their publication if staff
professors
that you would not
(NAPS)—How well do the facts on phones ring a bell with you.
are not present to retype the ar
normally
feel
comfortable ask
Taking this little test can help you tell.
ticle onto the computer.
Downsize Your Thighs
ing,
and
you
may
be surprised
Staff reporters are paid any
(NAPS)—The origins of celat
their
answers.
where from $3 to $20 per story,
lulite—a leading cause of warm3. Computer coverage- are
weather "thigh anxiety"—are depending on detail, adherence
you
"into" computers? Here's
more than skin deep.
to deadlines, and amount of
Cellulite is a condition that work required of us to get it in your chance to offer handy hints,
occurs when fat and toxins accu
list web sites of note, or expound
mulate within the body's cells. The the paper.
result makes the skin appear
Photographs involving upon the advantages of one com
spongy and dimpled.
school and local events are wel puter, or computer program over
come. We will try to return the another. Don't get too technical.
2. The country with the most
4. Freshmen tips. Where is
1. The country with the most
photo in most instances, but do
phones per capita is (a) the United
mobile phones is (a) the U.S. (b)
everything
and why is it there?
not guarantee to prevent against
States (b) Monaco (c) Britain?
Britain (c) China?
This
could
involve
school clubs,
loss or theft.
<y°
places
to
eat,
hang
out, get help
Style guides for writing ar
with
math
or
English,
etc.
ticles is as follows (these guide
5.
Game
Room?
Yes,
a lot
lines make it easier for us to
M
ilT,j
n <Gnr\- I L
incorporate your story into the of people don't know we have a
V M r AW
Inkwell, but they are not a re big screen TV and game room
in the cafeteria. When are they
quirement for submissions):
• Headlines are to be bold up open and what is available
FT®
A new supplement is designed per and lower case. No all Up there?
6. Physical Therapy- take a
4. According to one consumer to help the body get rid of cellulite. per case headlines, please!
3. Currently, Americans are
group, Americans could (a) lose
look
at one of the toughest pro
Creams and massage can't • Type font is Times, 11
free to choose their local phone (b) save, $10 billion a year in
improve the condition long-term. point, 11.5 leading, justified, grams to get into at AASU. Take
company. True or False?
local phone costs?
But a new nutritional supple
a photographer with you to a PT
ment—a specially formulated single spacing, with no spacing
Answers
combination of herb and plant between paragraphs and no hands on class and tell students
what is involved in the degree.
•naustiaBiso uooq SBU uonnoduioo p»o[ aAipayo aaojaq SV^JBUI extracts—proved in clinical test forced returns.
ing to literally "work from within."
7. New Science building
Celite Complex 75 helps prevent • Paragraph style: one tab spac
update.
When will it begin con
fat from building up, improves ing at the beginning of each
struction.
Will it block off traf
micro-circulation, and helps new paragraph- Again, do not
remove impurities from the body.
fic while they are building it?
The tell-tale "orange-peel" skin space between paragraphs.
8. Access Road along the
effect on the thighs is greatly Paragraphs should be kept
Windsor
Canal? Is the city go
reduced.
short.
Nutritional supplements work
ing
to
pave
a road for Windsor
• Writing style: When writing a
well in combination with a bal
to
exit
out
behind
Publix? If so,
anced diet and regular exercise. journalistic article, try to start
Jamieson Laboratories, makers of with the most important infor how will this impact on wildlife
Celite Complex 75, suggest that
mation first. Quote from at least in the area?
moderate exercise can help
9. Weightroom equipment
strengthen and tighten muscles, two different sources. If you are
aging
and break down. A lot of
as well. What better time of the writing a controversial article,
year
to
start
than
now!
the exercise machines are in
•
•* "
™
H_ COVered Olympia, the city where the
The supplement is available in try to get statements from offi
need of minor repairs. Will they
neW
with
20
,eet
cials
who
have
two
opposing
moMl GTOk Olympic
«'•'
*"!?. "f GNC stores and leading chain
, pSh .Tp!U»n
excavations and b, 1879, the C'a cent., drug stores. For more information, views to give your story balance. get them? Why or why not?

QUICK QUIZ—

was once more uncovered.

call 1-800-265-5088.
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Is America Drowning in the Fountain of Youth? Student Survey on Aging
By B J English
At what age does old age
begin? According to some
people, age is a relative thing:
you are only as old as you feel.
According to others, anyone
five years older than themselves
is old. Case in point: A few years
ago my 19 year old colleague
told me that a woman down the
hall had left a message for me
to see her.
I asked him if he had gotten
her name. He said he had not,
but that she was an older woman
with dark hair.
I knew of two older women,
but neither of them had left a
message. As it turned out, the
woman he was referring to was
barely 25! If he thought she was
old, he must think I was ancient!
Have you been this old all your life?
I suppose I am one of those
people who appear to be They laugh at people who have We're having too much fun to
younger than I really am, though to wear Depends®, who drink worry about how what we are do
I am cautious not to become one prune juice, and walk as if t hey ing to ourselves now will affect
of those people who go around had lead weights in their shoes. us later. It is almost as if we are
These kids go out and fry in living in rental bodies that we
asking, "Guess how old I am,"
in the hopes that everyone will the sun, drink enough alcohol to think we can trade infor new ones
say I look younger.
fry their brains, smoke, party, when these wear out.
As a matter of fact, in the lose sleep, abuse their bodies,
Enjoy your youth, but re
last few years, people have be and joke about "old" people. member that you are going to be
gun to make reference to my age Boy are they in for a shock!
inside that same body you are
in unsavory manners.
There is no denying that abusing for the rest of your iife,
At a recent trip to the opto
m- youth has it's benefits, but many and age has a way of sneaking up
etrist, I was told (by a doctor young adults do not realize that on you andcatching you offguard.
several years my junior) that I what they do in their youth may
While aging may be inevi
needed to think about wearing adversely affect them as they age. table, it doesn't necessarily have
bifocals. I withheld the urge to
Excess sun can lead to to be something we fear. Scien
hit him, and agreed to take his wrinkles and skin cancer. Smok tists have shown that even 80 and
blind-as-a-bat test at which I was ing leads to decreased lung capac 90 year old nursing home patients
able to read 4 point type from ity, cancer, yellow skin and teeth. can build muscles and improve
two inches away. I cannot tell Lack of exercise (who walks any cardiovascular fitness with weight
you the glee I experienced at his where when they can drive), and training and aerobic exercise.
puzzled look that anyone "MY" overconsumption of junkfood and
Of course, aging isn't an ex
age, could actually still focus on foods high in fats, can wreak cuse to abuse your body either.
objects most people "MY" age havoc on a body at any age.
Just because your body is wear
weren't supposed to be able to
Listening to loud music and ing out, doesn't mean you should
see. Well, there then....
operating loud machines like lawn sit back and let it go, nor make
Like many "older" people, mowers, leaf blowers, and motor yourself bitter by comparing your
I try to stay in shape. I know that bikes, can cause various levels of life to the lives of younger adults
aging is an inevitable part of liv deafness. So it would seem that around you.
ing and that if I live long enough, the time to prevent many of the ill
The Inkwell did a class sur
I will experience gray hair, ach effects of aging is while we are vey asking students how old they
ing joints, weaker eyes, and a still in our youth, yet how many were, at what age they felt old age
digestive system that doesn't of us do that?
began, and what was their great
tolerate the same foods it did
When we are eating pork est fear of growing old. We then
when I was younger.
rinds and drinking beer, we aren't asked them to write down their
I know this, because I am thinking about the welfare of our age and the age their guesses of
already experiencing these liver, kidneys, and intestinal sys the age of the person sitting next
things on a lower level. I am not tem. Colon cancer is far from our to them.
naive enough to believe in the minds as we are chowing down
We then had them fold their
fountain of youth, or that I can on pork chops, steaks,cookies and questionnaires and pass them to
miraculously escape aging, but donuts. Fiber is for OLD people, the person who's age they had just
I do know that if I live right, eat not for us!
guessed. This person then wrote
When we are out at the beach down their true age, and the age
right, stay away from things like
caffeine, tobacco, alcohol and with our friends, we want to ex they felt most people thought them
drugs, I stand a much better pose as much of our bodies as we to be. The results are listed here.
can, especially if we have attrac
chance of aging gracefully.
If you want to do your own
What I find amusing is tive bodies that usually remain survey, or construct a survey as
people who somehow think they hidden under clothes.
part of the class, the Inkwell would
It would seem that we are love to publish the results. Get in
will stay young forever and
avoid the problems of old age. drowning in the sea of youth. touch with us at 927-5351.

Average Age of participants
34.25
The mode (most frequently occuring age) was 23
Average Age they felt old age began
63.86
The mode was split between 65 and 70 with one respondent
stating that 45 was the beginning of old age.
Note: For convenience sake, the word "hes " is used to re
fer to he/she.
The greatest fear of growing old varied: Over half of the
people surveyed were afraid of health problems and dependency
on others to care for them.
Four people were afraid of cosmetic aging: gray hair,
wrinkles, getting fat and looking old. The ages of these
respondants were 19, 24, 28, and 34.
Two respondents said they either had no fears, or that their
only fear was not getting everything done that they wanted to
do in life.
Three were afraid they would lose their memory. Two were
concerned about money and three were afraid of being lonely.
When people guessed each others age, the results were as
follows:
7 people guessed their neighbors age exactly
8 people guessed their neighbors were older than they
looked
12 people guessed their neighbors were younger than they
looked
Of those who's age was guessed exactly, only one person,
a 20 year old, felt hes looked and felt hes age. Three people felt
they looked younger and three felt they looked older. Three
said they felt older and three said they felt younger: One 22
year old said hes looked like 26 and felt like 25; a 24 year old
said hes looked 22 and felt 35, a 23 year old said hes looked 20
and felt 30 and a 23 year old said hes looked 24 but felt like 18.
Those who were older and guessed to be younger, tended
to feel younger too. Only one 37 year old said hes felt hes age,
looked 40 and felt like 37. Three people said they looked older.
A 29 year old, guessed to be 20, said hes felt 35 and looked 22.
Another said hes looked 20, were guessed as 21, felt 30 and
was actually 23. One 24 year old was pretty much on target.
Said hes looked 23, were guessed as 23 and felt 25.
Now, for that category you've all been waiting for: those
who were younger and guessed to be older. Generally, the
guesser came to within one or two years of the person's actual
age. The only drastically different guess was 38 for a 30 year
old who thought hes looked 28 and felt 25. Two people said
they looked the exact age they were guessed to be. Both of
them said they felt older too. One 30 year old was guessed to
be 32, felt hes looked 27, and felt 25. Another 27 year old was
guessed to be 30, felt 25 and thought hes looked 26.

HUNTIN' HUMOR

Henry, better turn on the defroaaer.
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How Old is Old Age?

Brian Solis: "When your bills exceed your so
cial security."

Tony Bean: "Fourty, or 35 if you are over
weight."

Sean McLaughlin: "As soonas you are no longer a pro
ductive part of society. So otherwise, if you are fiscally
responsible, you can always be young [and] take care
of yourself to the extent that you are able to enjoy life."

Rachel Mayers: "I don't think there is an age
limit. At 60, you can do the same thing a 20
year old can do as long as you do it discretely!"

Elizabeth Bailey: "Old age is a mental thing."

Johana Luzak: "However old your heart is."

A chaotic scene is sometimes referred to as "bedlam" from a 16th century madhouse of that name, set
up in a former Priory of St. Mary of B ethlehem, bedlam being a corruption of Bethlehem.

The oldest operating roller coaster in the U.S. Is the Zipp in Pippin,
constructed In the Ubertyland Amusement Park In Memphis, TN , in
1915.
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BLUES BARNBURNER KENNY WAYNE SHEPHERD COMES TO TOWN
"Have you heard about this kid from Shreveport?..." The kid in question was Kenny Wayne
Shepherd. The kid is now 20 and riding high on the release of his second CD - "TROUBLE IS".
His exposure to blues guitar was not the usual old scratchy albums to listen to... No, his father had
a career in radio and was able to bring him to a Stevie Ray Vaughn concert. Stevie Ray plucked the
then-7 year old Kenny up and sat him on his on-stage amp case to watch the legendary guitarist jam.
Kenny decided he too wanted to master blues guitar. He is well on his way...
Kenny absorbed the sounds of B.B. King, Muddy Waters, Howlin' Wolf, and his favorite, Albert
King. At age 13 he was out of the garage and up on stage getting the attention that would lead to a
record deal. His first cd "LEDBETTER HEIGHTS", and the hit single "Deja Voodoo" got Kenny
gigs opening for the Eagles and Bob Dylan. Heady stuff for an eighteen year old.
"TROUBLE IS" blisters out of the gate with the first single "Slow Ride", an air guitarists
delight! "Blue on Black" is a song you will find yourself singing along to, even though you don't
know the words. Kenny even threw in a cover of Jimi Hendrix' "I Don't Live Today".
Kenny Wayne Shepherd will be at the Historic Railroad Roundhouse on Sunday May 31st. The
doors open at 5:30. Kenny's special guests are Todd Snider along with Uma. The triple bill will start
around 6:15. Tickets are $12 in advance, $15 day of the show and are available at Media Play, Portman's
Music, Jack's Music, Silly Mad CD's, Shore's Piggly Wiggly, Endora's, and all Civic Center Outlets. Or
you can charge by phone (912) 651 -6556. Fill out the entry form in the INKWELL and win a free pair!

Kenny Shepherd Free Ticket Drawing
Fill out and return to the Student Activities Office in the MCC
lobby .

Name:.
Telephone:.
Address:

City, State, Zip:.
What you like best/least about the Inkwell:.

El Nino's recent impact on California
California was pounded by El Nino-influenced storms in February. Fi
reckonings of damages from last month's storms:

L0SS6S (Early estimates)
Total statewide:

$500 million
Agriculture:

$75 million*
Casualties:

17

'Included in total

Assistance
Kk
Jjy^||||i|

declared federal
disaster areas: 40

Applications received
for federal, state
disaster aid: 37,240
Federal aid given
for housing, home
repairs: $11.6 million

SOURCE: San Jose Mercury N ews

Beach Bash attendees, KeJIi Knight, Whitney Walsh, and Van Bui at the Tybee Pavillion Pier

Whether you're coming or going, it still looks like fun. AASU
offers many free and fun events for students and faculty, but
few take advantage of them. Let your Student Government,
C.U.B. and Student Activities workers know which events
Acck! It's a bug! No, it's a Bud.. It's a SandGnat... baseball game that it. AASU night to be precise!
you enjoy attending most.
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ADA Says Nutrition Is '
(NAPS)—Americans often pur
sue good nu trition just as they do
the late st fashions. Fortunately,
they've l earned that trying to
squeeze t heir lifestyles into the
latest n utrition mantra like a too
tight pair of jeans just doesn't
work.

As par t of its 1998 National

Nutrition Month campaign, The
American D ietetic Association is
urging co nsumers to take charge
of their ea ting style and control
their nutrition destiny.

"Good nutrition doesn't come in
one-size-fits-all. Individual needs
and preferences are what unique
ly define g ood nutrition,'" said
ADA pr esident and registered
dietitian Polly Fitz. "By stressing
that nut rition is 'all about you,'
we encourage A mericans to inte
grate basic h ealth principles into
their lives with simple, action-ori
ented tips."
According to Fitz, people can
achieve a healthful eating style by
being realistic, adventurous, flexi
ble. sensible and active. "It's sim
ple advice," Fitz said. "And it's all
about providing e asy and manage
able ways for consumers to
change their b ehaviors."
ADA's r ecent Nutrition Trends
Survey shows t hat nearly eight in
10 Americans believe nutrition is
important to health, yet only half
as many s ay they are doing all
they can to eat healthfully. Fitz
said th at misconceptions about
food an d nutrition often create
this g ap between people's atti

tudes and their behaviors. For
example, many people think
healthful eating means giving up
favorite foods, or that a balanced
eating plan takes too much time.
"The perceived obstacles to
good nutrition can be conquered
with a few practical changes that
fit individual lifestyles, tastes and
preferences," Fitz said. She rec
ommends the following:
• Look at the big picture and
pay attention to total food intake.
Eat less or smaller portions of
higher fat and higher calorie
items. Small changes can make
big differences in one's overall
health.
• Plan ahead. By grocery shop
ping aimlessly or impulsively,
people often bypass foods that can
add variety and valuable nutri
ents to their eating plan.

About

*

• Get to know the Food Guide
Pyramid. It's a flexible framework
that allows people to eat health
fully while enjoying a variety of
foods.
Regular physical activity is
also important to overall health,
according to ADA. Its trends sur
vey shows that most Americans
(81 percent) believe physical
activity is as important as a nutri
tious eating plan to good health.
However, only 43 percent say they
make an effort to get regular
physical activity.
Throughout March, thousands
of local and national groups, pri
vate companies and public agen
cies are expected to host National
Nutrition Month activities.
Consumers can call ADA's
National Center for Nutrition
and
Dietetics
Consumer
Nutrition Hot Line at 800-3661655 for a referral to a regis
tered dietitian (9:00 a.m. to 4:00
p.m.. Central Time. Monday
through Friday) or to listen to
recorded messages in English or
Spanish (8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.,
Central Time, Monday through
• Friday). Customized answers to
food and nutrition questions are
available at 900/CALL-AN-RD,
or 900/225-5267 (9:00 a.m. to
4:00 p.m., Central Time,
Monday through Friday).
In addition, consumers can
access nutrition information, as
well as a referral to a registered
dietitian through ADA's Web site
at www.eatright.org.

evoines
Memorial Day: Remembering Those Who Served
(NAPS)—Memorial Day is an
occasion for remembering—and
honoring—those who served and
sacrificed to preserve and defend
America's freedoms.
Many will mark this day with
visits to military and veteran's
cemeteries to pay their respects to
those who died, but the surviving
men and women who served and
sacrificed also deserve our recog
nition and appreciation.
Sixteen million Americans
served in uniform during World
War II and nearly 406,000 of them
gave their lives for their country.
A little more than six million sur
vive today and many of these men
and women are in their 70s and
80s. Veterans of that war are
dying at the rate of 1000 a day.
To ensure that the service and
sacrifice of this remarkable gener
ation of A mericans is not forgot
ten, plans for a National World
War II Memorial on the Mall in
Washington, D.C. are moving
ahead. The memorial will collec
tively honor all who served in uni
form and on the home front. A
Registry of Remembrance will
individually recognize those who
gave their lives, those who served
in uniform, and those who sup
ported the war effort from home.
The memorial's Rainbow Pool
site was dedicated by President Bill
Clinton on Veterans Day 1995. At
that time he was joined by World
War II veterans in mixing soil from
U.S. overseas cemeteries with that
of the National Mall thus sealing
this nation's commitment to a
World War II Memorial on that site.
Support for the memorial con
tinues to grow as 67 veterans

organizations have pledged their
support.
During testimony before the
joint Senate-House Committee on
Veterans Affairs, Jack Berman,
national commander, Jewish War
Veterans of the USA, asked
Congress to unquestionably sup
port the memorial.
"If you do no t h elp, and help in
the very near future, there may not
be any World War II veterans left
when t he memorial is finally com
pleted and dedicated," said Berman.
Bipartisan support for the World
War II Memorial continues to grow.
More than 160 members of the
House of Representatives have
signed a letter supporting the memo
rial and the Rainbow Pool site.
Former Presidents George
Bush, Ronald Reagan, Jimmy
Carter and Gerald Ford have
joined President Clinton in sup
porting the memorial.
"Millions of Americans sacri
ficed their youth for the democra
cy and ideals we enjoy today,"
said President Bush in a recent
interview, so it's important to get
this monument done to help cele
brate the sacrifices of the World
War II generation."
Enrolling a loved o ne or friend
in the Registry of Remembrance
through a donation to the World
War II Memorial is a lasting way
to send a Memorial Day thank you
to the generation that saved the
world from ty ranny and preserved
the freedoms we e njoy today. For
more information or to send a
donation, write to World .War II
Memorial Fund, P.O. Box 96766,
Washington, DC 20090-6766, or
call 1-800-639-4WW2.

Don't Tell M e You IDent To Co llege and
Don't Knoui H ow To Pla y Pool?!?
F e a t u r i n g 1 8 Po o l T a b l e s , 3 Dart B o a r d s ,
S n o o k e r & Full B a r +Deli!
13051 Abercom Street • Savannah, Ga.» 31419

F r e e H a l f - H o u r of P o o l w i t h
Lunch P urchase Monday - Saturday
1 1 : 0 0 a .m . - 1 : 0 0 a. m . M o nd a y - T
hursday
1 1 : 0 0 a .m . - 2 : 0 0 a .m . F r i d a y - Sa t u r d a y
1 : 0 0 p .m . - m i d n i g h t o n S un d a y
Tuesday Night is College Night!
Discount Pool and
$ 1 . 0 0 D r a f t s UJ ith U a l i d S t u d e n t I . D .
r—
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RRSU C o u p o n
Southside Billiard Club
One H our o f P o o l Half P r i c e
Jiimjt One Per^Person Per Uisit _
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Election Of
SGAE Officers
by: Pam Clark, SGAE 199798 Editor
The elections of officers for
the Student Georgia Association
of Educators for the 1998-99
school year will be held on June
2nd, at 12:00 noon in University
Hall, Room 101. Any education
major interested in running
please attend this meeting. If you
are a member of SGAE and wish
to vote, please come and bring
your membership card for veri
fication. If you have not joined
SGAE yet, please see an officer
for a membership application.

SGAE Officers Send ANote
Of Thanks
submitted by: SGAE Officers
We would like to take this
opportunity to thank our faculty
advisors, Dr. Stephen Agyekum
and Mrs. Cindy Jacobs for their
guidance and support during our
efforts at revitalizing the AASU
chapter of SGAE. They have
trusted our judgement in mak
ing decisions to benefit Arm
strong Atlantic State Univer
sity's chapter of the Student
Georgia Association of Educa
tors. As our advisors, they have
provided an essential link be
tween the organization and the
university. They have offered
their guidance and expertise to
enable SGAE's growth and con
tinuity. They have the energy,
enthusiasm, good student rap
port, willingness to spend time
with the organization, and com
mitment to teacher education,
that is a must for a successful
chapter.
We would also like to thank
the ladies that work in GLRS for
their support, guidance, and
helpful comments over the past
few months. Without them, our
Chapter Display would not have
been possible and without whom
we would not have won the
"Honorable Mention" award.
Thank you, ladies! GLRS is a
great service provided to AASU
students, parents, classroom
teachers (regular and special),
and anyone in need of assis
tance. All education majors
should visit this center for more
information. It could be very
beneficial to you during your
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Atlanta on April 24th and 25th.
The conferencewas held at the
Airport Crowne Plaza Hotel.
The officers arrived Friday night
in time to set up the chapter
project and change for the
evening workshops and dinner.
Before the first workshop began,
all chapters were required to
stand by their displays and make
a short presentation. President
Sharyl Eastlake told the crowd
that the AASU chapter of SGAE
was celebrating it's birthday
since the chapter hed been dor
mant for the past four years.
Each officer was able to give a
short announcement about the
accomplishments and activities
that the chapter had been work
ing on in the previous four
months and will continue to
work on in the coming year.
SGAE Spring Conference in Atlanta. From left to right, Dr. Stephen Agyekum- Faculty Advi Other SGAE officers in atten
sor; Amanda Rogers- Historian; Maria Richards- Vice President; Sharyl Eastlake- Presi dance were Maria Richards dent; Jamie Thurman- Secretary; and Pam Clark- Editor.
Vice President; Jaime Thurman
- Secretary; Pam Clark - Editor;
stay at Armstrong and when you serves high achievers and stu as questions you will be asked and Amanda Rogers - Historian.
become a teacher. So go by and dents that display an excep by principals. His borrowed phi The Friday evening workshops
visit the center or call them at tional gift in a certain area. Ms. losophy is "Attitude determines included "Alternative Strategies
Maher also said that it was ab altitude."
927-5239.
to Classroom Discipline,"
"Learning Success for At-Risk
Every Teacher Needs
Students: What's Good for the
Goose
is Good for the
To Know The Recipe
Gander," and "Legal Rights and
For Paper Mache
Responsibilities for Georgia
Classroom Teachers." Saturday
by: Pam Clark, SGAE Editor
began early with a continental
breakfast and a workshop on
The Duty Free Lunch Semi
"Technology in Georgia
nars sponsored by the Student
Schools" with Dr. Cathy O'Neal
Georgia Association of Educa
of Georgia State University. Fol
tors for the 1997-98 school year
lowing the workshop there was
has come to an end. If you
a luncheon where 1998-99
missed the last two, you missed
SGAE State officers were in
something wonderful.
ducted and SGAE awards and
On March 12, Ms. Kathy AASU - SGAE chapter display won "Honorable Mention'1 presentations were made. The
Maher, a teacher at Hubert award.
last award given was an "Hon
Middle School spent the day
orable Mention" to the Arm
SGAE would like to thank
talking about her love of teach solutely necessary for all teach
strong Atlantic State University
ing. Ms. Maher talked about her ers to know the recipe for paper all of their guest speakers who SGAE for its chapter display.
many adventures with her stu mache. So if you don't know, joined them throughout the year. The officers were greatly sur
If you missed these Duty Free
dents such as sleeping in the zoo it's time to find out.
prised but honored by the award
and camping in very unusual
On April 16, the last Duty Lunch Seminars, look for more
and they hope that their experi
places. She prefers the floor to Free Lunch Seminar hosted by next school year.
ences from the conference will
desks and considers a low roar Mr. Gerald Jacobs, the Staffing
help next year's attendees.
an acceptable level in her class Administrator for the Savan SGAE Attended Spring
room. She told the group that nah- Chatham Board of Educa
Conference In Atlanta:
when they get their first teach tion Human Resources Depart
Top 10 Movies
ing assignment to be sure to get ment. Mr. Jacobs has served as AASU Chapter
to know the custodial staff and Staffing Administrator for the Receives "Honorable
1. The Big Hit starring Lou
remain friends with them, be past six years after twenty years
Diamond Philips
Mention" Award
2. City of Angels Nicolas Cage
come very friendly with the sec as a teacher and principal. Mr.
by: Pam Clark, SGAE
3. Titanic Leonardo DiCaprio
retary and develop a group of Jacobs spoke to the crowd about
4. Lost In Space Matt LeBlanc
Editor
5. The Object of My Affection
friends for support and to share what school systems are look
Jennifer
Aniston
your problems with. She also ing for in teachers. He also
6. The Players Club LisaRaye
Officers
from
the
Student
suggested you find a good men talked about producing a profes
7. The Odd Couple II Jack
tor to "buddy up" with. Ms. sional portfolio and tips on the Georgia Association of Educa Lemmon
8. Paulie Cheech Marin
Maher spoke of the program at interview process, resume writ tors, along with faculty advisor
9. Scream 2 Courteney Cox
10. Mercury Rising Bruce Willis
Hubert Middle School called the ing and questions for you to as'c Dr. Stephen Agyekum, went to
O 1998 Kin? Features Synd.. Inc.
the
SGAE
Spring
Conference
in
"Talent Pool.' This program. #wjien selecting a school as well
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Important
Student Directory
Information

Dental Hygience offers
Free Teeth cleaning for
students and faculty!

Every year th e Student Ac
tivities Office publishes a
Student Directory in which
all registered students have
their name, address, and tele
phone number listed. If you
have an unl isted number or
you just do not wish to have
your personal information
published, you m ust contact
the Student Activities Office
at 9 27-5300 by 5:00 PM
May 28. If you fail to con
tact the Student Activities
Office by th is date, your in
formation will be published.

The Dental Hygiene Clinic is
looking for patients who need to
have their teeth cleaned. There
is no charge for this valuable
service for AASU faculty, staff,
and students. The student hygienists depend on your support
in order to meet their education
requirements.

Comedy!!!

This quarter appointments are at
9:00 a.m. Monday through Fri
day, and at 1:30 p.m. on Tues
day, Wednesday and Thursday.
For more information, please
call 927-5309. Thank you.

HELP W ANTED

The AASU Masquers will
Buffalos Cafe is now
present Tom Stoppard's dark accepting applications for all
comedy " Rosencrantz and positions. For more informa
Guildenstem Are Dead" May
tion please call (912) 35422 and 23 at 7:30 pm and 24 at
9464, or stop by at 7201
3 pm in Jenkins Theater. The
Hodgson Memorial Drive.
production is f ree to all AASU
faculty staff and students.
Schlozskv's Deli

. The Skidaway Marine
Science Foundation is
sponsoring a Marsh
Walk an d Nature Trail
Walk, wh ich will be led by
Marine Biologist Dr. Charles
Belin. The walk will take place
on Saturday, May 30th. Those
interested sho uld meet in front
of the Aquarium on the north end
of Skidawa y Island at 5 P.M.
Wear old c lothes and bring in
sect repellent . No reservations
are necessary. The walk will last
about one and a half hours. For
more information call 598-2325.

May/June 1998
Calender of Events
May 26-July 12 Crossing
Boundaries: Contemporary
Art Quilts and 19th and 20th
Century Quilts from the
Telfair's Collection - Telfair
Museum of Art - 121 Barnard
St., 232-1177

Kenny UJayne
Shepherd Band
Coming to the Historic Railroad
Rounhouse next to the Sauannah
Uisitor's Center off MLK B lud.

Sunday May 3 1s t

U.S. Coast Guard Recruiter
"BE PART OF THE ACTION"

Pion Couch
Yeoman Fir st Class
I'l Jr. i_; ?
*4/ >
(S00) GET-USCG
C0MM: (912) 352-9714
FAX: (912) 352-9748

USCG Recruiting Office
410 Mall Blvd., Suite 0
Savannah. GA 31400-4921

Resumes Cover Letters SF-17)'s Interviewing Techniques

Resumes of TExceCCence
Satisfaction Quarantccd!

Internet countries

Rita L. Collins
162 Swan Lane

Hosts in selected countries per 1,000 population, July 1996:

Phone: (912)653-4510

Pembroke, GA 31321

Fax:

The global computer network has an annual growth rate of 85%.

Finland
U.S.

May 28 Summer Lecture Se
ries: "Afro-Atlantic Foodways: Rhymes, Riddles, and
Folklore"Vertamae Grosvenor, National
Public Radio, Georgia Histori
cal Society - 7 P.M., Library,
Hodgson Hall - 501 Whitaker
St., 651-2125
May 29 "Perpetuum Mobile"
- Savannah Symphony Or
chestra - 8 P.M., Hellenic Cen
ter -14 West Anderson St., 2369536 or 1-800-537-7894
"All Night Strut" - Savannah
Theatre Company - 222 Bull
St., 233-7764

To c harge tickets by phone call 912-651-6556

110 bisenhower Dr.
Savannah ,Ga 41406

Full and Parrt time jobs available
this summer. Fun Summer Job, with
Flexable Hours
•Must be trustworthy, responsible,
maintain a good work attitue and
work ethic
•Flexible hours, both days and
nights available!
* No experience necessary
•Competitive Pay along with other
benefits
For interviews call Steve and
Alisson Gallier at 354-8410
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(912)653-3314

May 30 Auditions for Kids For Kids Theatre Production Androcles And The Lion - Lei
sure Services Youth Theatre and
Savannah Theatre - P.M. 1008
E. Henry St., Asbury Church,
651-6783
June 2 """Household Chores
Exhibition by Laura Jean Jack
son - King Tisdell Cottage
Foundation - June 6th Opening
Reception, 4 P.M. Beach Insti
tute - 502 E. Harris St., 234-

8000
June 6 First Saturday on the
River - Savannah Waterfront
Association - Rousakis Plaza,
River Street, 234-0295
June 11- Summer Lecture
Series: "Louisiana Food Hab
its: Toward a Regional Cui
sine" at Georgia Historical So
ciety 7 P.M. Call 651-2125.

Noway
Denmark
Switzerland
Netherlands
Sweden
England
Germany
France

Tennis Update
In the Division II National
Championships, the men
reached the quarterfinals and
the women played for the
championship. Unfortunately
we did lose, but we have been
there for four straight years.
We won two straight champi
onships and two runner's up,
and there is always next year!
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Campus Crime
By Michelle Cobb

April 24,1998

A bag of ice was given to the
victim, which refused further
medical treatment.

Family Of Earth-Friendly Vehicles

At 9:15 p.m. a black leather April 28, 1998
purse was found. The owner of
the purse was called and notified
One TV/VCR black in color
that her purse was found and was taken from room 215 of
where to pick it up. The purse MCC. The room was locked
was placed in the property room, with no forced entry.
The complainant was driving
north on Abercorn turning into
the entrance of Armstrong at the
red light for Abercorn and Sci
ence drive. When she was in the
turning lane, the light turned
green. The car in front of her
would not go so she blew her
horn. The driver of the car in
front got out of his car and
started talking to her.

April 25,1998

April 29,1998
White male, age 21, stated that
upon his return to his 1993 Sat
urn at 1:36 p.m. he found that
someone had forced entry into
his vehicle by breaking the pas
senger side window and re
moved one in dash Sony CD
player with detachable face.
Complainant stated that she
parked her 1989 Chevy Blazer
in parking lot 1. When she re
turned at her vehicle at 2:30 p.m.
she noticed that unknown
person(s) had busted out her
driver's side window. The com
plainant also stated that there
were pry marks around her ste
reo, but she noticed nothing
missing.

On the first call, at approxi
mately 10:46 a.m., the victim did
not wish to file a report. On the
second call, the victim changed
her mind and wished to file a
report. Victim states that when
she was descending down the
stairs to her seat in University
Hall room 156. She stepped on
the edge of a step and rolled her May 8,1998
ankle. Victim refused medical
treatment both times, but did
White female, age 20, stated
state that she may attend the that she parked her vehicle in
emergency room at Memorial parking lot 1 at 9: 30 p.m. When
Hospital.
she returned at 11 p.m. she found
her vehicle damaged. The
April 27,1998
driver's side rear panel and light
housing had been dented and the
White female, age 21, stated light cover was broken off. Dur
that she tripped on the steps out ing investigation it was deter
side of Hawes Hall south en mined that her vehicle had been
trance, falling on her forearm struck by another vehicle of un
and elbow. Her left forearm and known type or ownership. Ve
left elbow appeared bruised and hicle was moved prior to inves
swollen and sensitive to touch. tigation.

GM re cently unveiled a portfolio of options for next-generation
advanced propulsion. These environmentally-friendly vehicles depict
the possibilities for the future of personal transportation.
(NAPS)—For decades, the elec
tric car was considered a potential
solution to the problem of dimin
ishing natural resources. In 1996,
GM introduced the first purposebuilt electric vehicle, the EV1. It fea
tures the world's most advanced elec
tric drive system which is suited for,
and adaptable to, a variety of alter
native propulsion systems.
Building on the learning of the
EV1, GM recently unveiled a line
up of research concept cars—de
pendent on electric propulsion—to

tow's W-

demonstrate the art of the possi
ble. The vehicles take the viable
technologies developed in the EV1
and advance them into a variety
of options for next-generation
clean, green, and fun vehicles.
The company's line of advancedtechnology vehicles includes:
• EVJ wit h nickel-metal-hydride
(NiMH) batteries that increase range
to 160 miles. The new battery cap
italizes on battery technology cur
rently used in laptop computers, cel
lular phones and camcorders.

Additionally, the NiMH cells per
form better in colder climates.
• S-10 Electric truck with
double-range NiMH batteries.
• Series Hybrid using an
electric motor charged by a gasturbine generator system. This
vehicle boasts an average 60 miles
per gallon (highway) using refor
mulated gasoline. The generator
charges the battery pack and the
regenerative braking system.
• Parallel Hybrid, an envi
ronmentally conscious perfor
mance car, powered by an electric
motor and direct injection turbo
diesel. This "21st century hot rod"
averages 80 miles per gallon on
the highway with diesel fuel, and
features 4-wheel regenerative
braking for improved traction.
• Fuel Cell vehicle that runs
on electrical energy created from a
hydrogen-oxygen chemical reac
tion. The propulsion system is
akin to that used in the Space
Shuttle.
• Compressed Natural Gas
vehicle with a 1.0L, 3-cylinder, turbocharged engine. Natural gas helps
this model meet the Ultra Low
Emission Vehicle Standard.
"Our family of clean-car options
is growing fast," said John F.
Smith, Jr., GM chairman, chief
executive officer and president.
"This year, we're phasing in nick
el-metal-hydride batteries to our
pioneering electric vehicles, the
EV1 and S-10 Electric truck, and
we plan to have a productionready hybrid electric vehicle by
2001 and fuel cell electric vehicle
by 2004, or sooner."
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The world cop may have come
from the initials c.o.p., which
The first successful gasolinestood for constable on patrol, or powered car In America was built
be short for copper, since consta- by the Duryes brothers in 1893.
bles wore copper badges.

IJamBSos
Ten Ways College
is Different than
HighSchool
1. Parent Teacher conference
replaced with WF.
2. Takes 20 minutes to walk
from the gym to algebra. (No
covered walkways between
I buildings and no fence to keep
you in and other people out)
3. Y ou c an finally drive your
own car to school, but there's no
where to park it.
4. School bus has CAT written
on it and doesn't drop you off in
front of y our house anymore.
5. Cramming is something you
not only do to pass a test, but
also to fit into your desk at Vic
tor and Hawes Hall.
6. Classes in University Hall re
quire field binoculars to see
board from back of room.
7. Yo u can smoke outside the
buildings with your professors
and not get in trouble,but the
nonsmoking students may still
beat the crap out of you, and
they're usually in better shape!
8. Nobody i nspects your locker
anymore, of course, there are
only 20 lockers per 2000 stu
dents, so.... the perks are limited.
9. No one tells you to tuck your
shirt in anymore and you can
say,"this sucks" all you want to
without once being sent to the
principal's office.
10. Mil k cartons replaced with
Cappacino machine in the caf
eteria.

Kitty Labels
A three-year-old boy went
with his dad to see a new litter
of kittens. On returning home,
he b reathlessly informed his
mother, "There were two boy
kittens and two girl kittens."
"How did you know that?"
his mother asked.
"Daddy picked them up and
looked underneath," he replied.
"I think it's printed on the bottom."

According to one old French
ersion of Beauty and the Beast,
tauty's real name was Zemira.

JMSTIE®IfOr VAED

"Nobody claimed him."

Quotable Quotes
"Did you ever notice when you
blow in a dog's face he gets mad
at you?
But when you take him in a car
he sticks his head out the win
dow."
— Steve Bluestone
"Have you ever noticed? Any
body going slower than you is
an idiot,
and anyone going faster than
you is a moron."
- George Carlin

Having Fun with
Telemarketers!
- Submitted by E. Lister
1. If they want to loan you
money, tell them you just filed
for bankruptcy and you could
sure use some money. Ask,
"How long can I keep it? Do I
have to ever pay it back, or is it
like the other money I borrowed
before my bankruptcy?"

name is Judy and I'm with Can
ter and Siegel services.... You:
"Hang on a second." (few sec
onds pause) "Okay, (in a really
husky voice) what are you wear
ing?"
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usually the most effective
method of getting rid of
Telemarketers). If the person
says, "Well, I don't really want
to get a call at home," say, "Ya!
Now you know how I feel."
(smiling, of course..,)

5. Crying out, in well-simulated
tones of pleasure and surprise,
"Judy!! Is this really you? I can't
believe it! Judy, how have you
BEEN?" Hopefully, this will
give Judy a few brief moments
of terror as she tries to figure out Finding The New Hue
where the heck she could know
(NAPS)—If you're interested
in adding a little color to your life,
you from.

Successfulj
Psychology |

6. Say, "No," over and over. Be
sure to vary the sound of each
no, and keep an even tempo even
as they're trying to speak. This
is the most fun if you can keep
going until they hang up.
7. If MCI calls trying to get you
to sign up with their Family and
Friends plan, reply, in as sinis
ter a voice as you can muster, "I
don't have any friends...would
you be my friend?"
8. If they clean rugs: "Can you
get blood out, you can? Well,
how about goat blood or HU
MAN blood - chicken blood
too?"

9. Let the person go through
their spiel, providing minimal
but necessary feedback in the
form of an occasional "Uh-huh,
really, or, "That's fascinating."
Finally, when they ask you to
buy, ask them to marry you.
They get all flustered, but just
tell them you couldn't give your
2. If they start out with, "How credit card number to someone
are you today?" say, "Why do who's a complete stranger.
you want to know?" Or you can
say, "I'm so glad you asked, be 10. Tell them you work for the
cause no one seems to care these same company they work for.
days and I have all these prob Example: Telemarketer: "This is
lems, my sciatica is acting up, Bill from Watertronics." You:
my eyelashes are sore, my dog "Watertronics!! Hey I work for
just died...." When they try to get them too. Where are you calling
back to the sales process, just from?" Telemarketer: "Uh, Dal
continue on with telling about las, Texas." You: "Great, they
have a group there too? How's
your problems.
business/the weather? Too bad
3. If the person says he's Joe Doe the company has a policy against
from the XYZ Company, ask selling to employees! Oh well,
him to spell his name, then ask see ya."
him to spell the company name,
then ask where it is located. 11. Tell the Telemarketer you are
Continue asking personal ques busy and if they will give you
tions or questions about the their phone number you will call
company for as long as neces them back. If they say they are
not allowed to give out their
sary.
number, then ask them for their
4. This one works better if you home number and tell them you
are male: Telemarketer: "Hi, my will call them at home (this is

you may want to start at the top.
Color expert Leatrice Eiseman,
author and renowned resource for
color trend analysis and fashion
forecasting, offers her opinions on
what your hair color can say
about you.
• Blonde shades are closely
associated with sunshine and
warmth. The lightness of the
color connotes a light, cheery
personality.

First Grade Philosophy
Mary Hess, a First Grade
Teacher, collected old, well
known proverbs. She gave each
child in her class the first half of
a proverb, and had them come
up with the rest.
As you shall make your bed so
shall you
mess it up.
Better be safe than
punch a 5th grader.
Strike while the

bug is close.

It's always darkest before
daylight savings time.
You can lead a horse to water
but
how?
Don't bite the hand that.
looks dirty.
A miss is as good as a

Mr.

You can't teach an old dog
new
math.
If you want to give off a n image If you lie down with the dogs,
of excitement, one color expert you'll
stink in the morning.
recommends that you get rid of
the gray and return to your origiThe pen is mightier than
nal hair color.

the

pigs.

• Brunette shades give off an
image of substance and stability.
Brown can be perceived as an An idle mind is
earthy color, and indicates a
the best way to relax.
steady, reliable character.
• Black is thought of as sophis
ticated, mysterious, and dignified. Where there's smoke, there's...
• Red i s an intense color asso
pollution.
ciated with fire and heat, as well
as excitement and zest for life.
• Gray is the most neutral Happy the bride who
and least exciting hair color. It
gets all the presents.
is associated with things drab
and lackluster.
Eiseman finds that most peo
not much.
ple's natural hair color does match A penny saved is
their personality. She says chang
ing from gray back to your natural
Two's company, three's
hair color can improve your mood
the musketeers.
and mind set. For those with gray
hair who want to make that
change, Just 5 Five Minute
Colorant covers the gray in five Laugh and the whole world
minutes and enriches the color. It laughs with you, cry and
lasts for about six weeks.
you have to blow your nose.
When it's easy to return color to
your life, it doesn't matter if you're
a blonde, brunette or redhead, Children should be seen and
Eiseman says. Anyone can have
not
spanked or grounded.
more fun!

When the blind leadeth the
blind
get out of the way.
Submitted by Ronni Richardson

VeveQtqad*-"No, Henderson, I said I
want to see a profit
around here."

The earliest evidence of bowl
ing was found in an Egyptian
tomb dating back to 5200 B.C.
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Dear Dr. Whitney
Dear Dr. Whitney,
I am 32 years old and a junior
at AASU. My problem is that an
old friend of mine has suddenly
decided she wants to become a
part of my life again. She has so
many personal problems and I feel
like she drags me dow
n and makes
her problems mine. Ifeel so much
freer when she is not around. Can
you divorce a friend the sam
e way
you divorce a husband?
Marianne

Dear Marianne,
Since I'm not clear of all of
the details of the situation, I can't
tell you exactly what you want to
hear. I don't know what she has
done in the past and why you cut
off ties in the first place, so I can
only give you general advice. She
must becoming back into your life
for a reason. Maybe she has
changed and wants to prove it to
you. So, it is quite possible that
you will have a new and better
friendship with her. People can
and do change. On the other hand,
she may just want to cling on to
you again. The only way to find
out is to observe her. If you can
see that she has changed, you can
start a new friendship with her. If
she's up to her old tricks, just tell
her that you can't be friends with
her until she can take care of her
own problems.

Dear KC,
It's your house and if you are
not happy with how Janie's chil
dren act when they are there, then
you need to let that be known.
There is a polite way to do every
thing to a certain extent. You can
tell the boys to behave whenever
they are doing something they
don't need to be doing. If that
doesn't work, you should tell Janie
what the problem is and that it
makes you unhappy to see her kids
run amuck in your house. There
are two options. Either she can get
more control over her offspring,
or she can leave them at home.
What you tell her and howyou tell
her is up to you.
Dear Dr. Whitney,
My friends are always trying
to get me drunk. I keep telling
them that I don't drink, but I like
to go to the bars and hang out. My
friends keep harping on me to
drink when I don't want to. I don't
force them to study their homework when they come over to my
house. What's up with that?
Sober In Savannah

Dear Sober in Savannah,
Have you ever heard of the
saying, "If you lie down the dogs,
you may get fleas"? Well, if you
hang out with drinkers at bars,
they are going to expect you to
drink. It makes sense. It's just a
little unorthodox to hang out at
bars and never drink. I'm not say
ing you should start drinking, but
since you are tired of feeling the
pressure from your friends, maybe
you should think of other things
to do and places to go with your
friends that doesn't require drinking. Yet, if they insist on going to
the bars, you have two options,
You can either do something else
while they are at the bar and you
can hang out with them later. Or,
you can make friends with people
who don't drink. Either way, you
can find things to do that don't
require alcohol.

Dear Dr. Whitney,
My friend "Janie" has two
small boys who drive me nuts.
Every time she brings them over
to the house, they start getting into
fights and getting into everything.
Then, she yells at them to stop and
they don t. She threatens them, but
she doesn t do anything, then they
start doing the same things all over
again. I like Janie, but her
parenting style leaves something
to be desired. Is there a polite way
to discipline someone else's kids
or should I be b old and ask her to
leave the kids at home if she can't
control them?
Letters may be sent to Dr.
Sincerely, KC
Whitney in care of the Inkwell

Fireflies use their lights to find mates. Female fireflies perch on
the ground or in the bushes waiting ..•ntil a male flies nearby and
flashes the correct signal.

How To Build Your Own Web Site
Five Options For Developing A Web Site From The PC DadsSM

(NAPS)—You may have felt
left out lately if you DON'T have
your own w eb site. Everyone from
Boy Scouts to hobbyists to animal
lovers have made their mark on
the Internet with their own home
pages. But don't despair. There's
plenty of time, and today's soft
ware and services make it a breeze
to build your own site.
Here are five easy way to get
you started:
1. Use an Automatic Web
Page Building Program. Amer
ica Online*, Microsoft Network*
and Prodigy* offer free, automat
ic, personal web page "generator"
programs to their subscribers.
Using "fill-in-the-blank" forms for
text and templates for layouts and
pictures you can create a simple
web page on your home PC in less
than 30 minutes.
2. Use a Free Web Page
Template. There are several free
"shareware" web page templates on
the Internet. The University of
North Carolina, for example, offers
a "Personal Home Pages" web site
(www.unca.edu/compcenter/web
pages.html) with templates and
helpful tutorials. You can craft your
own web page by replacing the text
and pictures in the template with
your own material.

3. Buy a Web Page Design
Software Program. PC software
packages such as Microsoft's Front
Page* or Hot Dog* from Sausage
Software simplify the steps need
ed to design a custom web page.
These programs can automatically
insert the commands needed for
more advanced layouts incorporat
ing sophisticated artwork and
multimedia features.
4. Hire a Professional Web
Building Service. Check out
your local newspaper for adver
tisements from web site building
companies, which can build for
you a ready-to-go site the easy
way. Services vary, so shop
around. Some will create the page
and put it up on the Web for you.
Costs vary from a few hundred

Tips on Trips
Plan Ahead For A Healthy Vacation
(NAPS)—The health you enjoy
on your next vacation may depend
not only on where you go, but
what you do before you depart.
If you are prone to motion sick
ness, one medication to take
before traveling is the Transderm
Scop travel patch. This skin patch
can help prevent motion sickness
in adults for up to three days.
A brochure approved by the
American Academy of Family
Physicians (AAFP) Foundation
provides additional tips for pre
venting motion sickness.
• Do not travel on an empty
stomach. Eat something light, such
as toast or dry crackers, before
your trip;
• When on the water, try to
stay in the middle of the boat, and
avoid staying below deck;
• When flying, try to sit near
Whether this vacation season
the wing, where feelings of move includes travel on a boat, plane or
ment are minimized;
In a car, the product to protect
• When in the car, look out the against motion sickness is
window and stop periodically to Transderm Scop.
get some fresh air; and
• Ask your doctor about medi used in children or by those with
cations to combat motion sickness.
glaucoma, difficulty in urinating,
"For many of m y patients who or an allergy to scopolamine or
are terrified of getting sick while other belladonna alkaloids.
on a boat or a cruise, there is just
In clinical studies of Transderm
no substitute for Transderm Scop, some side effects were noted,
Scop," said Kenneth R. Dardick, including dryness of the mouth (in
MD, a family doctor and travel two-thirds of users), drowsiness
medicine expert. "One patch (reported incidence: less than 1 in
works for up to three days, mak 6), and blurred vision.
ing Transderm Scop much more
While using this product, you
convenient than the leading over- should not drive, operate danger
the-counter product that requires ous machinery, or do other things
up to 24 tablets over the same that require alertness. Avoid using
three-day period."
alcohol. If you are elderly, your
Transderm Scop is available by physician should exercise special
prescription only, so remember to care in prescribing this product.
speak to your doctor before your
For a free copy of the AAFP
trip to avoid motion sickness. Also brochure with additional travel
Transderm Scop should not be tips, call 1-888-SCOP-72HR.

dollars for a basic web site to
thousands of dollars for sophisti
cated custom designs.
5. Hire a Computer Whiz
Kid. Computer-hip teenagers
these days are doing more than
baby-sitting and mowing lawns.
Call your local high school or col
lege and see if they have a list-of
students available to take on your
job. Chances are good youH find a
bright kid able to create a web
site for a fraction of w hat the pro
fessional designers charge.
While you're going over your
options, keep a few cyberspace safe
ty tips in mind: Don't display your
home telephone number or address,
and avoid displaying close?up photos
of your kids. While building a web
page is fun, it also requires a good
dose of common sense. That and a
little work on your part will ass ure
you have a positive experience.
Mark Ivey and Ralph Bond, the
PC Dads", are Technology Educa
tion Managers at Intel Corp. They
help families get all they can from
their home PCs. Find their advice at
http:/1www.intel.comI intelledu
ate /pcdads /,email: TheDads@aol.
com.
* Third-party marks and brands
are the property of their respective
owners.

Leold

www.leold.com
by Roger and Salem Salloom® 1997
M y friend Normie had a
talent for finding money. He'd
save up and take us all outfor
burgers and chips oil the time.
He was depressed a lot.
He'd mope around with his head
hanging down... looking down,
\ and he 'd find money just sitting on
the ground.
I saw him yesterday. He said
| for about a year his cousin has
been making him go to therapy.
He's pretty happy nowadays
but he doesn't have as much
money.
I should be thankful I'm
miserable. I could be broke.
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organ and tissue donop.

AASU Organ Donor Drive
Thursday, May 21
10 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Campus Quadrangle
GIVEAWAYS:
Stadium Cups, Bumper Stickers, Pens, Pencils,
LifeSavers®, Frisbees and Koozies

•More than 800 Georgians are waiting for life-saving transplants
•Nearly 4,000 people die every year waiting for transplants
•One donor can h elp 50 people
•More than 58,000 people are on the national waiting list

Sponsored by The Georgia Coalition on Donation
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Did Y ou Know?

Your Horoscope by Natasha
ARIES (March 21 to April 19)
You'll have to put your foot down
when it conies to a co-worker's inter
ruptions early in the week. Later, eth
ical questions arise in connection
with monetary dealings. Some plans
should be revised.
TAURUS (April 20 to May 20)
Business doesn't mix with pleasure in
general this week. For one thing, the
other party is not ready to lay his or
her cards on the table. Be aware of
legalities regarding real estate mat
ters.
GEMINI (May 21 to June 20)
Concentration on the job is difficult
to achieve, but your enthusiasm
knows no bounds about upcoming
family plans. Luck comes from afar
over the weekend.
CANCER (June 21 to July 22)
Plans involving visitors or travel are
subject to change, but there is a secret
matter that you are happy about. This
week, you work best from behind the
scenes.
LEO (July 23 to August 22) A
problem from last week still concerns
you, but it doesn't seem as important.
There are happy developments in the
realm of partnerships and love.
Celebrate at home over the weekend.
VIRGO (August 23 to September
22) There are still some chores you
must tend to at home. Although
you're good with details in general,
you're just not in the mood to tackle
them. Social life is iffy at best this
weekend.
LIBRA (September 23 to October
22) Think twice before lending that
treasured possession to someone you
hardly know. Social obligations take
priority later in the week. What a
lovely time it is for meeting with an
old friend!
SCORPIO (October 23 to

(NAPS)—When drivers are
buckled, belt use for children in
the car is 87 percent. When
drivers are unbuckled, belt use
for children drops to 24 percent,
report the experts at the
National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration.

November 21) New career ideas are
bold and innovative, but it's too soon
to implement them. The accent
switches to social life later in the
week. Enjoy yourself as you gad
about town.
SAGITTARIUS (November 22 to
December 21) A surprising invitation
comes your way. Friendship is
accented, but you could become
somewhat touchy about a financial
situation. During the weekend, the
emphasis is on quiet solitude.
CAPRICORN (December 22 to
January 19) A problem could arise in
romance, but you can solve it. Things
should begin and end on a happy
note. Family interests take prece
dence over the weekend.
AQUARIUS (January 20 to
February 18) You seem somewhat
distracted as the week begins. Don't
be surprised if a partner steps in to set
things right.
Easily slighted or
ignored, you're not at your best in
dealings with others.
PISCES (February 19 to March
20) Neither abandon your principles
nor be too strict in their name. Make
your own decisions. Study and
research are priorities this weekend.

1. Next 'Too Close" (Arisia) Last
Week: No. 5
2. Backstreet Boys "Everybody"
(Jive) No. I
3. Shania Twain"You're Still The
One" (Mercury Nashville) No. 2
4. Public Announcement "Body
Bumpin' Ytppie-Yi Yo" (A &M) No.
3
3. Savage Garden 'Truly Madly
Deeply" (Columbia) No. 12

6. Mya With Special Guest Sisqo

"It's
All
About
Me"
(University/Imerscope) No. 14
. 7. Madonna "Frozen" (Warner)
No. 7
8. Xscape "The Arms Of The One
Who Loves You" (So So
Def/Columbia) New Entry
9. K-CI & JoJo "All My Life"
(MCA) No. 9

10. Timbland

And

Magoo

"Clock
Strikes"
(Blackground/Atlantick) New Entry

The rarest diamond color is
blood red.

In New York City, builder Abe
Hirschfeld has proposed a com
plex to replace Yankee Stadium.
The goal is to serve the public 365
days per year, not just during
baseball season, and also bring
jobs and economic o pportunity to
the South Bronx.
The Hill's Prescription Diet
line of therapeutic pet foods
includes products to help manage
two common types of urinary
tract problems in cats.
A new heat-activated hair care
line, ThermaSilk by Helene
Curtis, promises to make blowdryers good for hair.
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ACROSS

1 Experts
5 Moist
9 Ring
tactic
12 Large
Pacific
island
13 Piccadilly
figure
14 Copycat
15 Revealing
skirt
16 Release
17 Hoosegow
18 Cabalists'
contriv
ance
19 Erstwhile
acorn
20 Libretto
21 Ostrich's
cousin
23 Suffer a
recession
25 Truncheon
of
authority
28 A real
attentiongetter
32 Role for
Madonna
33 Foolish
34 "Scat!"
36 Worried
37 Balaam's
rebuker
38 Undeniably
39 Witticism
42 Actress
Dawber
44 Pompom
48 — Amin
49 Plagiarize
50 Perry's
creator
51 Smith or
Claiborne
52 Prank

© 1998 King Features Synd., Inc.

Spade Phillips, P.I.
BARKMULCHL IVE GOT A H
ORAL REPORT OH "SQUIPS"
TO VO AT S CHOOL TOOAY.
youve ©OT TO HELP
ME WRITE IT.

1
12

KING CROSSWORD
2 3
6 7 6
'

*

10

11

14

'

IS

9

17

"

IS

31

|3T

I5T

48
ki
54

53 Antiquing
apparatus
54 "Malcolm
X" director
55 Listending
abbr.
56 Dungeon
DOWN
1 Ostenta 
tious
display
2 Denounce
vehe
mently
3 "Oops!"
4 Met
all the
criteria
5 Consume
destruc
tively
6 Neighbor
hood
7 Barrel

occupant?
8 Calif, hrs.
9 Scoff
10 Pinnacle
11 Predilec
tion
20 Cut from
the short
loin
22 Where
withal
24 Night
club
25 Emblem
of
intricacy
26 Thorough
fare: abbr.
27 Pre
determine
29 Hem's
mate
30 Indivisible
31 U.K. ref.
hlr

35 Lively
intelli
gence
36 Logo
39 Jack's
partner
40 Comic
actress
McClurg
41 Garment
datum
43 Verdi
work
45 Desire
46 Take
wing
47 Mary
land
athlete,
for short
49 Alpha
betic
trio

